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What does Circular Textile Days (CTD) want to achieve
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A more sustainable future
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Partners
Make a difference together
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Content



Circular Textile Days brings together knowledge and 

knowhow in the field of circular and sustainable textile 

of various organisations and individuals and combines 

forces, in order to form a platform of relevant and 

truthful information.

OUR
MISSiON



Provide a platform for 

organisations in the entire 

circular textile chain

Inspire and connect, in 

order to develop knowledge, 

products and services

Stimulate innovations

Enhance awareness
Tell the true story

Be dynamic, inspiring, 

innovative

GOAL
… to create a sustainable future.



TARGET GROUPS

Various targeted organisations are already contributing to circular 

textile solutions. They offer accessible, innovative and sustainable 

goods and/or services.

Target groups have various reasons to participate in Circular Textile Days:

• Continuous development and innovation of sustainable products and services

• Presenting/offering of sustainable solutions to other organisations

• Connecting the organisation to sustainability and innovation

• Obtaining knowledge about circularity

• Having a platform to convey the message



Two segments: Exhibitors & Visitors

Organisations participating with 
a booth in Circular Textile Days.

Exhibitors are already 
contributing to circular textile 
solutions. They offer accessible, 
innovative and sustainable goods 
and/or services.

Visitors consist of multiple target 
groups, from the entire textile 
industry chain.

The goal to visit CTD is meeting 
organisations that offer 
sustainable circular textile 
solutions. Besides this they will 
be looking for inspiration and 
information regarding circularity.

VISITORSEXHIBITORS

TARGET GROUP OVERVIEW



Exhibitors
Exhibitors are organisations, active in:

✓ Textile production

✓ Product development & design

✓ Fabrics and yarns

✓ Accessories

✓ Assembling

✓ Retail or service providing

✓ Logistics/dismantling

✓ Recycling

✓ Reuse & repair

✓ Textile care/laundering

✓ Knowledge centre /research

✓ Networking & platforms

Sport/outdoor

Fashion

Corporate/work, 

functional wear

Interior



'The best way to predict
the future is to create it'
Peter Drucker, writer



Program 
13 & 14 September 2022

• Event floor

• Innovation forum

• Speakers stage

• Workshops



EVENT FLOOR
At the event exhibitors with a broad range of circular textile solutions are represented. There are organisations from 

the entire textile chain. It is THE place where visitors, who are searching for innovations to create a more sustainable 

product, service or enterprise, connect with existing providers of circular solutions.

Event Floor



Innovation forum
The Innovation Forum presents a broad range of innovative technologies. It includes solutions and the latest 

developments concerning lifetime extension of textile products, recycling and reuse of discarded textile materials.

Innovation Forum



SpeAkers STAGE & workshops
CTD gives a stage to various influential experts within the circular textile industry. The goal is to inspire visitors and other

participants and delve further into the current and future state of circular solutions and to provide clear insight in the 

bottlenecks.

Through workshops Circular Textile Days meets the demand in a playful, interactive way, connecting circular 

organisations, sharing knowledge and stimulating the development or more sustainable textile products.



Circular Textile Days will pay attention to a variety of topical, relevant themes in its program. Besides the 

NTA Circular Textile, the Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) is a central theme. About this and 

other topics, several experts will be invited to speak, and workshops will be organised.

Possible other topics: the application of blockchain in the circular supply chain, traceability of product 

parts, circular textile innovations, circular design en realising economy of scale.

focus NTA Circular Textile & EPR

Highlights



NTA 8195 describes categories of circular textile 

materials and products and sets requirements for 

the input flows. It also takes into account the 

circular strategies. The NTA has become the basis 

for the development of a European standard for 

the regulation of circular textile.

As an example: textile products of used and then 

recycled garments (mechanically or chemically 

recycled post-consumer textile), will fall into 

category A1.

Closed loop - open loop
NTA 8195 Circular Textile: 'closed loop’ versus 'open loop'



During Circular Textile Days we also aim 

at functional data and knowledge of 

sustainable, circular textile.

For the market it is important that a 

(circular) innovation is actually being 

applied, matches with the interests of 

customers, is clear about market 

readiness  and offers real business in 

terms of order quantities, sustainability 

and price. The Technology Readiness 

Level can provide a clear insight.

READINESS OF 

INNOVATIONS

Definitions: all four readiness levels are crucial to achieve a 
successful transition to the operational phase.

TRL = Technology Readiness Level

MRL = Manufacturing Readiness Level

BR = Business Readiness

CR = Customer Readiness





1931 Congress Centre, 's-Hertogenbosch

www.1931.nl

Location

http://www.1931.nl/


Partners



WEBSITE

www.circulartextiledays.com

SIGN UP!

TOGETHER WE CAN

MAKE A DIFFERENCE !

CONTACT

info@circulartextiledays.com
+31 (0)35 543 6292

Would you like to take part in the transformation to circular textile?
Contact us to discuss the opportunities together.


